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Abstract
This paper focuses on many interesting remarks with regard to the application of Ottoman law in Crete in the second half of the XVII century. At that time, the general principles of Ḥanafi law on marriage and divorce were followed and the Ottoman modifications stressing the judicial and sultanic authority were observed. The registration of marriage contracts is considered an important if not necessary requirement. The aim was to alleviate complications in case of divorce or death of one of the spouses. The petition to the judge to reissue a marriage contract was a practical necessity, an example of which is the order of the judge to produce the marriage contract, as proof. This does not mean though that practice was similar everywhere in the empire. Societies like the Cretan one with a long tradition of written documentation, inherited by the Venetians, was more apt to adopt Ottoman innovations on registration than towns in Anatolia.

Christians and new Muslims in Crete seem to have adapted rather rapidly to the introduction of the new judicial system. They can defend themselves successfully in court and they are aware of procedure. It is remarkable to see a Christian woman achieving the rehearing of her case through a sultanic order few years after the conquest. I cannot however but wonder about the type of legal advice and aid she had received local customs like the traditional dowry given by the wife to the husband, is thus disguised, as gift to adhere to new legal concepts. Social problems like poverty, forced conversion or second marriages, illustrate the problems the judge was faced with. Thus the ottoman judge uncertain as to whether the rapidly changing Cretan society, with the numerous converts and non-Muslims is capable of understanding fine points of Islamic law, operates as an educator reminding the litigants of their obligations.
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Marriage and divorce of Christians during the Ottoman period has been the issue of extensive research. Scholars using primarily ecclesiastical and communal records have been pointing out to a dichotomy between the prescriptions of the Orthodox Church—as expressed in synodical letters and the nomokanon manuals—and the practice as detected in numerous communal records. In areas where the Ottoman presence was long established,
local custom influenced by Islamic practices on marriage and divorce has found its way into local marital practices. Albeit impossible to follow this development in the 15th and 16th centuries due to lack of documentation, the 17th century offers many opportunities for exploration. However, until further research is contacted in the plurality of the legal options offered to Ottoman subjects and the type of legal advice they had in pursuit of ‘their justice’, we can only hypothesize about the importance of the 17th century as a period of legal change. Our first observation is the gradual change in the Ottoman interpretation of Ḥanafī law—starting from the mid-16th century.
reconcile Ottoman law, kanun (Arabic: qānūn), with Islamic law, şeriat (Arabic: šarīʿah). Their efforts initiated on land tenure and taxation and gradually extending to private law (family and torts against person and property) were aiming at unifying obscure interpretations of the şeriat and extend the jurisdiction of the Sultan and his legal agents. In the 17th century, we observe thus a rather unified system and a further bureaucratization of legal theory and practice. This development explains the expansion of the judge’s jurisdiction in areas of law previously reserved for the ruler. Muslim judges, kadıs (Arabic: qāḍī), found themselves increasingly engaged in court cases where both litigants were non-Muslims and had to pronounce judgment even in areas of family law—clearly in discord with ecclesiastical authority and prescriptions. By the mid-17th century, the legally educated non-Muslim subject was able to obtain the opinion of Muslim jurisconsults even on family affairs. Thus, we encounter a number of legal opinion, fatwā (Turkish: fetva), collections of Ottoman jurisconsults including chapters on marriage and divorce of infidels and even fornication among infidels. As obtaining such a legal opinion involved most of the time traveling to the capital, non-Muslims seem to consider the financial burden of this trip worthy in their legal strategy. The second hypothesis explaining the expansion of communal ‘courts’ in the 17th century could be related to Ottoman experimentation on taxation. As the Ottoman Empire gradually abandoned direct collection of taxes to tax farmers and the burden of taxation became communal, local community councils upgraded their traditional reconciliatory character and as their influence on the community expanded; their rulings became more binding for their members. This development was evident earlier in remote areas of the Ottoman dominion.

traditionally paying their taxes in a lump sum (*maqṭūʿ*). Finally from the mid-17th century onwards and in particularly from the 18th century the Orthodox Patriarchate in Istanbul managed to extend judicial jurisdiction to orthodox laymen and pronounce judgment not only on family law but on other aspects of law apart from criminal law.

Based on these three hypothetical developments we could argue that the only legal choice the Cretans had after the partial conquest of the island in 1645 and until the final conquest of the entire island in 1669; was the Muslim judge’s court. The local communities would need another century to develop as the taxation system changed after 1669, whereas the church of Crete went through many turbulent periods in their struggle against the Sinaiotes—who were supported by the Ottomans until almost the 1750s. These developments though do not—in any way—explain the insistence of Christians to marry and divorce in the Muslim court. As long as there is a priest in their neighbourhood family affairs should be dealt with by him. We can again only speculate as to the particular reasons for their choice. With regard to mixed marriages, though, it is apparent that the only one to be able to validate the marriage contract was the Muslim judge.

**Ḥanafī/Ottoman Rules on Marriage and Divorce**

Before discussing the court cases in the Resmo and Kandiye courts between 1645 and 1670 we would have to make a few remarks about the Ḥanafī/Ottoman laws on marriage and divorce. The decision to apply to the Muslim court entailed the acceptance on the part of the litigants of Islamic procedural law. The decision of the judge was final and legally binding in all courts including the ecclesiastical or communal ones. This was a source of friction between ecclesiastical authorities and ottoman dignitaries. The only deterrent the church could use was the threat of excommunication—a rather strong weapon in some cases. Marriage in Ottoman law comes into existence as the outcome of a contract whose validity is dependent on the fulfilme of certain conditions. In Ḥanafī theory, the contract is an entirely private agreement, requiring no judicial intervention or registration. In the Ottoman Empire, however, it was customary to register marriages with the judge. Ebussuud, in the 16th century, in one of his legal opinions, explained

that registration is evidence of marriage in case of dispute and a tool to prevent irregular or illicit unions. The formula for the conclusion of a marriage is not fixed, but must consist of two parts; an offer from the bride’s party and an acceptance from the bridegroom’s.\(^5\) Neither the bride nor the groom needs to be present. Their guardians or agents may contract the marriage in their absence. However if the bride is an adult it does not become effective until she has given her consent. The Ḥanafī jurists stipulate that there must be two male witnesses to a contract of marriage, or else two women and one man. A third element in a valid contract is normally the permission of the woman’s guardian. As a female, a mother cannot act as guardian and, in the absence of male agnates; the judge must assume the role. In strict Ḥanafī law, the omission of an element in the contract invalids the marriage and necessitates separation. In this case the Ottomans imposed the chastisement of the couple. Another condition for the validity of marriage is the equality (kafā’ah) of the spouses.\(^6\) Since descent in Islamic law is through the male line, the offspring of an unequal marriage would require their father’s low status, and so shame the mother and her relatives. There was no problem if a man of high status married a lowborn woman. The second consequence of the prohibition is that a Muslim woman cannot marry a non-Muslim man, as he is her inferior with regard to religion. A Muslim man, on the other hand, can marry a non-Muslim woman. The dower (mahrr) is a sum, which the husband must pay to the wife. It is as indispensable to the contract as it is central to the Ḥanafī theory of marriage. By the payment of the dower, the husband acquires, quite literally, the ownership of the wife’s vulva, and it is this ownership, that renders sexual intercourse licit.\(^7\) The value of the dower is negotiable between the parties. The minimum permissible dower is ten dirhem, which is ten akçe in Ottoman practice. If the contract does not specify the amount, the bride is entitled to a far dower (mahr al-miţl), which reflects her social status. The next issue is related to the time of the dower’s payment. Jurists did not lay down specific rules; however, it was the Ottoman practice to make the


payment of the advance dower obligatory upon completion of the contract whereas the rest was paid upon death or divorce.

Hanafi marriage was a fragile institution. A husband has an unrestricted right to repudiate his wife, and to make vows, which, if he breaks them resulted in divorce. Furthermore, apostasy of either of the spouses had the same effect. In repudiating his wife a man may declare the divorce to be either revocable (raǧʿī) or irrevocable (bāʾin). An irrevocable divorce is effective the moment he pronounces the formula. The divorced wife may not, however, remarry until she has completed a waiting period (ʿiddah) of three menstrual circles from the time of the divorce; or four months and ten days from the death of the husband; or, if in case of pregnancy, until the delivery of the child. Marriage within the waiting period is invalid. Moreover, Ebussuud makes it a criminal offence. If the husband pronounces a revocable divorce, the repudiation does not become effective until the completion of the waiting period. During this time, the marriage is still in existence. The renewal of the marriage is imperative in this case. Marriage should also be renewed, if the husband becomes Muslim. In case the wife converts to Islam, she is automatically divorced unless the husband accepts to convert as well.

If the husband pronounced the divorce formula three times or on a single occasion, the couple cannot remarry until the ex-wife has contracted, consummated and been divorced from an intermediate marriage (tahhlil). Undoubtedly the function of the intermediate marriage was to deter husbands from carelessly pronouncing the triple divorce since he would have to endure the shame of knowing that his wife had intercourse with another man, if he wished to remarry her. On the other hand a woman’s right to end a marriage was extremely limited. If she finds out that the husband has a hideously deforming disease or if he is impotent on the first night, the judge grants the husband a year’s delay and the couple is divorced only if the husband does not consummate the marriage within this period. Additionally, the woman has the right to repudiate her husband on the attainment of puberty. To use the “option of puberty” (ḥiyār al-bulūğ) she would have to produce witnesses on the very first appearance of the menstrual

---

8 S.v. “Umm al-Walad” (Joseph Schacht), EI², CD version.
blood, otherwise her right lapses. The other option a woman has—and it is extensively used—is the *ḫulʿ* (Turkish: *hul*) divorce, whereby a wife asks her husband for a divorce and the husband repudiates her for a consideration. This transaction, in legal theory, is “an exchange of property for the person.” The amount that the wife has to pay is negotiable, but the usual understanding is that she would renounce all or some of her dower and maintenance. Finally there are the conditional divorces when the husband pronounces a vow like “If I do X, my wife is divorced”. The divorce occurs automatically upon fulfilment of the vow. In many cases, husbands who were departing for distant and dangerous trips would pronounce this type of divorce to allow the wife to remarry without an investigation about his fate and a waiting period.

These rules on marriage and divorce were applicable to non-Muslims too, as *zimmis* (Arabic: *ḏimmī*) in the Ḥanafī interpretation of law are equal in practically the whole of the law of property and of contracts and obligations. Even in penal law, the non-Muslim is protected to the same extent as the Muslim. Following the Ḥanafī tradition there are special chapters on family affairs of non-Muslims appear in *fetva* collections. The majority of the cases discusses marriages of non-Muslims and newly converts to Islam. The extensive islamization has created social problems reflected in the *fetvas*.

**Question:** Zeyd a Jew has taken Zeyneb as second wife. She is the sister of his first wife Hind. After the union was consummated can Zeyneb be separated from him, if Zeyd becomes Muslim?

**Answer:** Yes.

The problem in this case is the affiliation between spouses. According to Islamic law, one cannot marry an immediate relative of his wife. The same opinion is offered, if the husband is a Christian.

The marriage bond between non-Muslims is not broken even if their legal status, change.

---

11 Pierce. “She is Trouble”. p. 269-301.
Question: Enemy Zeyd an inhabitant of an area in the Abode of War and his wife Hind are taken together to the Abode of Islam. If Muslim Bekr comes of possession of Zeyd and Muslim Beşr of Hind, is their marriage annulled?
Answer: No. (Ibid).14

The change in their legal status—from that of free people to slaves—does not necessarily annul the obligations among them, including the marriage one. In the same line of thought Muslim jurists were asked to comment on divorce between non-Muslims.15

Question: Zeyd a non-Muslim (zimmî) divorced his Christian wife Hind (nasraniye) with an irrevocable divorce (üç ṭalâq). If the Muslim judge (kadi) is informed that they still live as husband and wife, is it imperative to separate them?
Answer: Yes.

The point of this legal opinion is that a couple opting for a Muslim divorce must follow the rules. An intermediate marriage is required to be able to marry again. It is interesting that the judge has a moral and administrative responsibility to take action, in case of transgression of the rules. It is however stressed that Ottoman law could apply only if the two parties consent to recognize the authority of the kadi.

Question: Because it is allowed in the religion of the Jewish group (tā‘îfe) to marry the daughter of one’s wife, Zeyd married Hind, a Jew, and the daughter of his wife. Is it permissible to separate them, if both Zeyd and Hind have not agreed to go together to court?
Answer: No.16

Bearing in mind the difficulty a Jewish woman had to get a divorce resorting to the Muslim court might have allowed her to regain her freedom. Rabbis in their responsa constantly complain about the interference to family affairs.

14 Ibid.
15 ‘Neticetü’l-fetava? (manuscript 1688), f. 62.
16 Ali Çatalcah. ‘Fetava’, (manuscript 1692), f. 32.
Complications occurred when spouses changed their legal status by converting to Islam. Conversion by force is strictly forbidden in Ottoman jurisprudence.\(^{17}\)

**Question:** A *zimmi* Zeyd has accepted to become Muslim. Can he use force (*cebir olunur*) on his adult Christian wife Hind and tell her “you should as well become Muslim”?

**Answer:** No. (Behcetü’l-Fetava 64.)

The *fetva* is complemented by another question:

**Question:** Additionally, is Zeyd permitted to forbid Hind from giving herself to the *zimmi* Amr and becoming his wife?

**Answer:** No.

If the husband converts to Islam, a renewal of marriage is recommended but not compulsory. The principle that even if a Christian is married to a Muslim, she legally remains part of her own community is reflected in the follow-up *fetva*. The following *fetva* though shows that custom or local practices might be different.\(^{18}\)

**Question:** If Zeyd the Muslim husband of the Christian Hind dies, is she allowed after the end of her waiting period to marry the *zimmi* Amr?

**Answer:** Yes.

The ecclesiastical authorities imposed canonical punishments to those opting for Muslim marriages. However after their repentance was complete, they are again active parts of their community.

Going back to the issue of renewal of marital vows Ali Catalcalı Efendi a 17th century jurisconsult does not consider it imperative.\(^{19}\)

**Question:** If the Christian Hind becomes Muslim and her husband the Christian Zeyd is invited and accepts to also become Muslim, can they still live as husband and wife without renewing their marital vows?

\(^{17}\) ‘Behcetü’l-fetava’. p. 64.  
\(^{18}\) Ali Çatalcalı. 32.  
\(^{19}\) Ali Çatalcalı. 25. See, also Abdürrahim Efendi. ‘Fetava’. 17.
Answer: Yes, they can (Ali Catalcali, 25). See, also Abdürrahim Efendi (17).

Conversion of one of the spouses in Islam becomes a rather complicated matter, if one of the spouses refuses to follow suit. In this case, if the wife has converted, the marriage should be dissolved, following Ḥanafī laws on equality.²⁰

Question: Hind, the Christian wife of the Christian Zeyd becomes Muslim. If later on Zeyd is invited to Islam but he declines, is Hind separated by him?
Answer: Yes.

The involvement of the Ottoman authorities and in particular of the kadı in divorce cases of converts is a reflection of the efforts of the sultan to regulate family affairs. Marriage and divorce in pure Ḥanafī law is based on the power of words. Even, if no one is present you can marry and especially divorce. However the state is concerned about legal complications arising from the personal freedom recognized in the şeriat on family matters. Therefore, the role of the kadı becomes significant in the process

Question: Hind the Christian wife of the Christian Zeyd accepted Islam. Zeyd however has not accepted the offer of the judge to become Muslim. While Zeyd is an unbeliever Hind had her three menstrual periods. Are they separated from one another?
Answer: No.²¹

In addition: If the judge has not proclaimed the separation on the basis of Zeyd’s refusal to join Islam, and if Hind marries the Muslim Amr, is this marriage sound (ṣaḥīḥ)?
Answer: No.
In addition: If Zeyd becomes Muslim after Hind has married Amr can he still have the judge proclaim her divorced from Amr and live with her as husband and wife?
Answer: Yes.²²

²⁰ Ali Çatalcalı. 25.
It is imperative thus to judicially determine the accepted period of consideration offered to prospective converts. According to jurists a period of three days is not endangering the validity of previously conducted marriage.\(^{23}\)

**Question:** Hind the Christian wife of the *zimmi* Zeyd after becoming Muslim, she invited Zeyd to Islam. Zeyd says “let’s see, let’s consider it further”. If Hind has not been separated from Zeyd and if within three days he accepts to become Muslim, is their previous marriage permanent or would they be forced to marry again?

**Answer:** It is permanent.

The period of three days is the canonical period used for other cases. For example, the apostate is given the same amount of time to reconsider. Within the limitations of procedural law, the jurist is eager to accept the couple in Islam with the least possible inconvenience.

Even if the new Muslim woman were to marry a Muslim and integrate herself into her new community, she would have to validate her actions in the Muslim court. This apparent violation of Islamic rules seems to be a deterrent to those women inspiring of becoming Muslim for the wrong reason, i.e. to escape from a violent or incompetent husband. Even if the husband is missing and unable thus to follow his wife in her new life as a Muslim, the jurist refuses to allow her to be separated from him.\(^{24}\)

**Question:** The *zimmi* Zeyd is missing in the Abode of Islam and his residence is not known. If his Christian wife becomes Muslim in his absence and he has not being offered to join Islam, and if his refusal is not legally established, can Hind become separated from Zeyd?

**Answer:** No.

The only case when the Muslim judge cannot intervene is when a female slave is married with her former owner’s consent. In this case the property right of the owner is more important than establishing authority.\(^{25}\)

\(^{23}\) Ibid., 17.  
\(^{24}\) ‘Behçetü’l-fetava’. 64.  
\(^{25}\) Abdürrahim Efendi. ‘Fetava’. 16.
Question: The *zimmi* Zeyd sets free his female Christian slave Hind. If with Zeyd’s permission she marries Amr can the *kadı* say ‘I have not given my consent’ and separate Hind from Amr?
Answer: No, he cannot.

The legal age to accept Islam—according to Ḥanafi jurisprudence—is when the person can comprehend the complexities of religion. In the following *fetva* this could be the age of nine.26

Question: Zeyd is nine years old and he can comprehend religion. His underage Christian wife Hind accepted Islam. If Zeyd is invited to become Muslim but declines, can Hind be separated from him?
Answer: Yes.

As underage marriage is a customary practice, Ottoman jurisprudence allows underage conversions and prescribes the same rules applying to adults. The importance of the male agnates is stressed in a *fetva*. If the father converts to Islam, should the son who owes submission to his father be ordered to become Muslim? The answer of the jurist is positive. This last ruling,—although an interesting one—was not widely practiced. The Muslim court records are abundant of examples of Christian fathers continuing their relation to their newly converted offspring.

The dower of non-Muslims is another area of interest for the ottoman jurists.27

Question: The *zimmi* Zeyd married the Christian Hind. After the privacy period and the consummation of marriage, if Zeyd dies, can Hind still claim from his estate her appointed dower and her share of inheritance?
Answer: Yes.

The Christian wife of the deceased enjoys the same rights as a Muslim woman. Even if her dower was not designated in her marital contract she can still claim the minimum dower.

---

26  ‘Behcetü’l-fetava’. 64.
Question: Zeyd a Jew married the Jewish Hind without declaring a dower. If after the consummation of marriage Zeyd dies, can Hind mutually appeal to the judge and receive the minimum dowry from his estate?
Answer: Yes.28

The obligation of paying the mahr ceases upon conversion of one of the spouses to Islam.

Question: The zimmi Zeyd married the Christian Hind without a dower. In their religion, it is allowed to marry in this way. Then Hind accepted Islam and as Zeyd was invited to join her and he declined, they were divorced. Can Hind ask a dower from Zeyd?
Answer: No, she cannot.29

Also

Question: The zimmi Zeyd married the Christian Hind without a dower. In their religion, it is allowed to marry in this fashion. Later on, Zeyd became Muslim. However, Hind did not accept Islam. If Zeyd repudiates Hind, can she receive anything in the form of dower?
Answer: No.30

Even if they both accept to convert, the wife still cannot claim a dower after the death of her husband. She can only receive one, if the couple renews their marital vows. Since paying the dower is not an obligation on behalf of the husband, his heirs cannot be asked to pay either.

Question: The zimmi Zeyd was married without a dower to his Christian wife Hind. In their religion, it is allowed to marry without a dower. If after Zeyd became Muslim he died, can Hind claim her mahr from his heirs who inherited his estate?
Answer: According to the opinion of the Great Imam [Abu Hanifa], may he rest in peace, she cannot.31

---

28 Ibid.
29 Ibid.
30 Ibid.
31 Abdürrahim Efendi. ‘Fetava’. 190.
Another important issue is the value of the dowry. If the amount has been agreed upon before, the jurist forbids payment in devaluated coinage.

Question: When the current value of a solid guruş was seventy akces, the zimmi Zeyd married Hind with a referred dowry of that much akçe. Then when the akçe was devaluated and one guruş was the value of two hundred akçe, Zeyd left this world and died. Is it permitted to give Hind these devaluated akçe although she had agreed on the value of solid gurus?
Answer: No, it is not.32

The final issue for the Ottoman jurist was to ensure that unexpected complications, like the birth of a child without a clear lineage would be eliminated. He was thus persistent on the adherence of the laws related to the waiting period after divorce or death.

Question: Hind the Christian wife of the zimmi Zeyd after consummating her marriage became Muslim. Zeyd when invited to join her, he declined and they were divorced. Is Hind allowed to marry someone else before her waiting period expires?
Answer: No.

Question: Is Hind the Christian wife of the Muslim Zeyd who died, allowed to marry the zimmi Amr before her waiting period expires?
Answer: No.33

In Crete, the marriage contracts between Christians or Christians and new Muslims follow in general terms the Ḥanafī prescriptions. The bride and the groom—either in person or though their representatives—come to court with their witnesses. It is difficult to explain the presence of the priest in the Muslim court as the representative of the Christian husband. Papa Yakumis represented Nikodemos in his marriage contract to the widow Ergina Amira, 27 November 1658 (Stavrinides, d. 116).34 The only plausible explanation might have been that there were impediments in the union.

---

32 Ibid.
33 Abdürrahim Efendi. ‘Fetava’. 17.
of the two in church. The defiance to ecclesiastical rules exhibited by the priest could be a result of ignorance or necessity. As we see, further on the registration of marriage served as evidence against future claims.

The husband declares himself married to the woman, who accepts the statement. Then the referred dowry is stated. The value of the dowry differs, however the general trend is to offer lower rates than those in marriage contracts between two Muslims. Apart from religion, virginity was valued higher. In two marriage contracts between Christians registered on 23 September 1657, the virgin Yakumina got three times more than the non-virgin Kali.35

The agreement of the bride to the marriage is imperative. Maria daughter of Konstandin on 20 January 1658 testified in court that Ḥasan son of ‘Abdülāh—a possible new convert—wished to marry her. She made it plain though that this is against her will and asked a hüccet (Arabic: ḥuǧǧah) from the judge forbidding this marriage. The judge agreed to give her a certificate, since marriage without consent is illegal. This woman is presumably an adult and defends herself successfully in the Muslim court a mere decade after the Ottoman conquest, is an excellent example of adaptation to the new legal system.36

The best example of the integration of Christians in Crete in the newly established Ottoman legal system is the case of a Christian mother who petitioned to the Sultan and obtained an imperial order to annul the marriage of her underage daughter to a Muslim member of the military elite. On 19 December 1651—six years after the Ottoman conquest—the Sultan ordered the kadı of Resmo to examine the petition of a Christian woman Maryeta of Kasteli village. She claimed that the military officer Mehmet the sipahi of the village took her daughter Andrina as his wife. According to Maryeta’s words, Andrina “is underage. I am her legal guardian and I do not consent to this marriage”. Maryeta contested the registration of the marriage in the court records and asked for a re-consideration. Upon her request, the sultan ordered his local commander to appoint an officer (mübaşir) who would summon to court the interested parties, their representatives and the witnesses of the disputed marriage contract. The judge is instructed to reevaluate the case and decide according to Islamic law.37

35 T.A.H., d. 9, 10.
36 Ibid., d. 33.
37 Resmo Kadi Sicilleri, (RKS) Vakıflar Genel Müdürlüğü, defter 56/d. 979.
The insistence of Ebussuud to impose a registration of the marriage contract in the Muslim court is testified to in Crete. In 1663 Mihalis Magalis from Lasithi came to court to receive a new copy of his marriage contract to the Christian Paraskevi. According to his statement, he lost the original contract. The judge requested the presence of the witnesses to his marriage, to verify that the two were married before and he then proceeded in the issuing of the new contract.38

A child born in wedlock is entitled to parental inheritance. In Islamic law with concubinage, illegitimacy was almost impossible. However, in Christian marriages a child born thus is considered the product of fornication. The brother of the deceased Andrea, Nicolo Komita managed to reclaim all his property from Kali who when asked about her relation to the late Andrea admitted that she was a kept woman who bore him a son. The judge after investigating the case confirmed that the child was a product of fornication and deprived him from his inheritance rights.39

The Ottoman military officials were also involved in the marital affairs of non-Muslims. Their concern about public morality and perhaps a consideration for the loss of fines imposed on unregistered marriages were behind the initiation of a court case by the voyvoda Hüseyn Ağa. In 1658 he took to court two Armenians, Aneta and her baker husband Astur accusing them of being married illegally. In her statement, Aneta revealed a social problem. Her previous husband another Armenian, Murat, abandoned her with a son. He had procured a debt and as he was unable to pay, he escaped in Egypt. Aneta made it clear that she had no other option than marrying again, and added that the representative of the judge Osman Efendi was asked about it and allowed the second marriage. (Stavrinides, d. 46).40 A similar social problem lies behind the conversion of a Christian woman. In a rare instance, the judge added after the conversion entry that Sofia became Ayşe along with her minor son, because “her cursed husband was not working and as he had no means to live on, he sold his children and vanished”. This entry is registered fifteen days after the imperial order prohibiting such actions.41

There is yet another interesting aspect of mixed marriages between Muslim and new converts. The admittance into another social group does not

---

38 T.A.H., d. 199.
39 RKS, 57/316.
40 T.A.H., d. 46.
41 T.A.H., d. 185.
necessarily alter communal customs and long-lived habits. On 14 April 1671, a Christian resident in Kandiye, Ergina daughter of Yanis sold to her newly Muslim husband Mustafa Bese a field of 25 olive trees. Among spouses buying and selling property is a usual practice. However, Ergina also states that after Mustafa accepted the price of 25 gurus, she gave the sale price as a gift, hibe (Arabic: hiba) to her husband to use as he wishes. As their marriage contract was registered two days earlier, 12 April 1671 it seems that the gift was a way to legitimize in an Islamic way the Christian custom of dowry. Islamic law could only allow the exchange of nuptial gifts between spouses.

Divorce in the Muslim courts of Crete is in accordance to Ottoman jurisprudence. There are many cases of the triple irrevocable divorce and the hul divorce. The judge demands the waiting period to be observed after the divorce between a Christian and—as the document states—a new convert. The judge’s addition of a well-known rule of Islamic divorce reflects his doubt on the legal knowledge of converts. Normally in a divorce initiated by the wife (hul) she is expected to give up her dowry and maintenance during her waiting period, however the agreement is negotiable. In an interesting entry dated 1 July 1658 Ergina asked and got a divorce from her husband Mehmet Bese. She gave away the 20 gurus of her dowry and her maintenance. However, she received from Mehmet Bese a gift she had made to her husband on their wedding day. Based on this entry, it seems that our observation about the disguise of Christian dowry under the hibe system was in practice. If the aforementioned items were, her own private property there would be no need to register them in court and the acceptance of the husband would not be necessary.

As divorce in Islamic law could occur accidentally there are many entries related to former husbands who refuse to acknowledge separation. Margarita acting as representative of her daughter Ayşe (a new convert) complained in court that the former husband Hasan still insists on having marital relations with her, although he divorced Ayşe three days earlier.

---

42 RKS, 56/647.
43 T.A.H. 2/122.
44 For a gift to the husband, see also, RSK, 56/125.
45 RSK, 57/454.
46 T.A.H., d. 72.
47 T.A.H., d. 182.
with an irrevocable divorce. Upon his denial, the Christian woman produced two Muslim witnesses and won her case.  

In the final case, the complexity of divorce and the ability of Christians to make use of the legal system is apparent. In October 1671, Maryeta daughter of Damianos, a Christian accused her husband Cafer Bey that although legally divorced he still demands marital relations. In her statement, she said “Two years ago I was the wife of Cafer Bey and I became ill. He told me ‘Buy me a slave, in my name, give her as gift to me and I will divorce you’. I bought for 150 aslan guruş, a female slave and he divorced me. Although we are divorced he still has intercourse with me. I ask that he is questioned and forbidden from continuing to harass me”. When he declined, she produced four Muslim witnesses who affirmed her story. The judge accepted their testimony and ordered Cafer Bey not to disturb Maryeta anymore.

There are many interesting remarks with regard to the application of Ottoman law in Crete. The general principles of Ḥanafi law on marriage and divorce are followed and the Ottoman modifications stressing the judicial and sultanic authority are observed. The registration of marriage contracts is considered an important if not necessary requirement. The aim was to alleviate complications in case of divorce or death of one of the spouses. Ergene recently has challenged the power of written documents in Ottoman courts. He is correct in the sense that witnesses still are the most significant factor in determining success in the Ottoman court; however, this is merely an adherence to Islamic law of procedure. The petition to the judge to reissue a marriage contract was a practical necessity, an example of which is the order of the judge to produce the marriage contract, as proof. This does not mean though that practice was similar everywhere in the empire. Societies like the Cretan one with a long tradition of written documentation, inherited by the Venetians, was more apt to adopt Ottoman innovations on registration than towns in Anatolia.

Christians and new Muslims in Crete seem to have adapted rather rapidly to the introduction of the new judicial system. They can defend themselves successfully in court and they are aware of procedure. It is remarkable to see a Christian woman achieving the rehearing of her case through a sultanic order few years after the conquest. I cannot however but wonder about the type of legal advice and aid she had received local customs like the
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traditional dowry given by the wife to the husband, is thus disguised, as gift to adhere to new legal concepts. Social problems like poverty, forced conversion or second marriages, illustrate the problems the judge was faced with. Thus the ottoman judge uncertain as to whether the rapidly changing Cretan society, with the numerous converts and non-Muslims is capable of understanding fine points of Islamic law, operates as an educator reminding the litigants of their obligations.